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High Flyers at Pinehurst
A Passenger of Lieut. Mitchell Describes Her Trip Over

Pinehurst ,

Trophies

Gorham
Quality

Gorham
Designs

Medals
Loving Cups

express reward to the victor
record events of importance
convey friendly appreciation the
importance of an event and the
regard of business associates or
social friends.

Gorham Quality and Gorham
Designs denote just the sentiment

the occasion the purose which
trophy, medal, or loving cup

THE GORHAM CO.,
NEW YORK

Gorham Silverware Is to be had In Piithurst at "The Jewelry Shop"

"WESTERN"
SteelLocked Shells

Always the Choice of the Han
who Knows

The sensational performances of "Western Field" Shells
at the traps have opened the eyes of thousands of shoot-
ers who never shot at a target thrown from a trap. And
the same exceptional shooting qualities which placed
them at the head in trapshooting are making a big hit
with the man who hunts. Besides the higher velocity
and closer pattern, which makes longer kills possible,
"Western" Shells never "hang up" in magazine guns
the Steel-Lock- ed construction and the hard, tight crimp
being responsible for a smoothness of action and reliabili-
ty in function that is impossible in shells having weak
heads and mushy crimps. And in wettest wether "West-
ern" Shells will continue to work well for, to begin with
they contain paper made from a special and superior
pulp, added to which is a water-proofin- g material which,
for effectiveness, has never been equalled by any other
manufacturer in the world. Sold by progressive dealers
in all gauges and in all popular loads, in smokeless and
black. "Field" and "Record" loaded with all Standard
Smokeless Powders. "Perfect from Primer to Crimp."

WESTERN CARTRIDGE CO.,' EAST ALTON, ILL.

"After reading of the nervous thrills
experienced by some of our leading Lit-

erary Lights who have flown, I
assumed it to be the only proper way to

feel, if I could lay claim to even ordi-

nary brightness.
"So on the way to the field where the

airplane rests, I let imagination soar
ahead of me, fancying what I'd do if
anything went wrong with the carefully
prepared airplane. But a heritage of

1910

1920

old New England common
loudest be heard and won the

When I reached the
Field at the Dairy I was on tiptoe with

to meet new

"After carefully trying the plane to
test the new parts Lieut.

Called "All Aboard!" and
been snugly into the

helmet with
I climbed aboard this weird ship.

TEE PINEEUBST OV1LOOK

here let me that riding
togs are to wear
on this sort of a ride, as into
an airplane is much like a

After a few words Pilot
and his Assistant, that sounded

to my unititiated ears like the magic
Sesame ' ! the magic

began to and we were away.
"Steadily we swung about. Then

heading toward the western sun we be- -

THEN AND NOW
Showing What A Difference Ten Tears Make
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at Pinehurst 1910.

Lieut. Jack Mitchell at Pinehurst 1920.

sense clam-
ored to
day. Aviation

eagerness this wonderful
experience.

just installed,
Mitchell

buttoned
provided goggles adjusted,

suggest
mighty comfy things

climbing

mounting
horse.) between
Mitchell

"Open 'behold
work

Lincoln Beachey

having

(Eight

gan to rise so easily, and at such an

angle, that our leaving the ground was

almost imperceptible, until, peering over

the ed?e of the car, the trees began to

look like tiny shrubs and then almost

magically Pinehurst was spread out be-

fore us! Devouring greedily every bit
of view, and longing meanwhile for eyes

all over my head that nothing escape, we

passed over the Boy's School and over
the Club House and Golf Links.

"And oh! Golfers! if you could


